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A REVIEW OF THE VISUAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED 
MOUNTAIN VALLEY PIPELINE ALTERNATE 110 ROUTE

ON AND IN THE UPPER POTTS CREEK VALLEY  
OF MONROE COUNTY, WV

Prepared For The Border Conservancy 
by Jim McNeely1 

This paper presents a review of the visual impact of the Mountain Valley Pipeline (“MVP”)

route designated “Alternate 110" in and on the upper Potts Creek Valley of Monroe County, West

Virginia, in the vicinity of the community of Waiteville, WV. 

A. Visual Analysis Methodology

This paper is not intended to be a definitive study of visual impact, but is rather a scoping

document intended to suggest the need for such a comprehensive visual impact analysis as part of

the EIS study process.  

There are five points to be stressed as to the methodology to be used in such a study.

First, a visual study should include consideration of the visual impact on a wide variety of

observation points within the valley.  The points identified in this paper are not intended to be

exhaustive of all points that ought to be considered in a visual analysis.               

Second, a visual study should include visual simulations from notable viewpoints, and that

selection of the viewpoints to be used for visual simulations should be done with consideration of

community/cultural values and with the participation of the local community.

Third, the appearance of the MVP ROW used for visual analysis and simulation should be

that of the ROW at the conclusion of the one-year “temporary effects” period, rather than far-distant

time when the ROW is mature and presumably revegetated.  

Fourth, visual analysis should be conducted “leaf-off,” without general consideration of

screening from seasonal vegetation.  While viewpoints are entirely or substantially unaffected by

seasonal vegetative screening (such as the Hanging Rock Tower) may be given higher values than

viewpoints impacted by seasonal vegetation, viewpoints impacted by such screening should be

considered in a “leaf-off” condition.       

1  The author may be contacted at P.O. Box 667, Peterstown, WV (304) 753-9904 or at
jameswmcneely@yahoo.com.
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Fifth,  the visual analysis should not be limited by any arbitrary limitation on sight distance,

but should instead be based on actual visibility in the region.  Ridge to ridge distances in the ridge

valley province commonly reach the limits of or exceed a  middleground visual range of 3 - 5  miles,

with in this case the distance from the crest of Peters Mountain to the crest of Potts Mt. being

approximately 4 miles, the Peters Mt. - Johns Creek Mt. distance approximately 8 miles, and the

Peters Mt. - Sinking Creek Mt. distance being   11 - 12 miles.  Any visual study that “assumes” a

viewer can not “see” beyond 3 miles the impact of forest removal on a forested ridge is not based

in reality.  A visual study should assume a sight distance of at least ten miles for visual impact, with

greater distances considered in case-by-case circumstances (such as the Peters Mt. - Sinking Creek

Mt. view).                  

B. Identified points for visual impact analysis

As seen from the map (Map 1, the “study map”) displayed on the following page, MVP Alt

110 enters the Potts Creek watershed as it crosses the crest of Peters Mt. (No. 2 on map), and leaves

that valley as the proposed project crosses the crest of Potts Mt. 

For the purposes of this review, a number of points in that valley are designated by number

on that map.  Those points, with a description of each, include the following.

No. 1 The Hanging Rock Raptor Observatory

The Hanging Rock Tower is a former fire lookout  tower located on the crest of Peters

Mountain at a location long used to observe raptors and other birds.  The first fire observatory on the

site was built about 1930, with a replacement structure  constructed in 1956 by the State of West

Virginia  as a fire lookout.  Important for the analysis of visual impacts, it should be noted that the

Hanging Rock Tower is not a typical “fire tower” structure, but is rather a cabin-like structure built

on top of prominent rock ledges on the crest of the mountain.  No tower structure was necessary

because the Hanging Rock location was on top of a prominent rock ledge that offered wide visibility

without the need for a tower.  It is tat lack of tower structure that causes the site to be referred to as

an “observatory” rather than a “tower,” although common usage in the community is the “Hanging

Rock Tower.”      

The Hanging Rock Tower  was abandoned as a fire lookout structure in 1972.  Various

individuals and organizations interested in raptor and bird observation then took over its

maintenance and upkeep.  In 1984, a state grant funded rehabilitation of the tower, which was

accomplished with the assistance of the Jefferson National Forest and volunteer labor.  When the

Allegheny Trail was constructed through the area, it offered access to the tower by a one mile walk

from a Forest Service parking lot on Limestone Hill Rd (Secondary Route 15).  In 1996, the Forest

Service redecked the observatory.  By that time, the Hanging Rock site had become both a popular

raptor watching site as well as a popular site for viewing the surrounding VA/WV countryside.
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The Hanging Rock Observatory was totally destroyed by arson in February 1996.  There was

an immediate public outcry for the tower to be rebuilt, and the Jefferson National Forest agreed. 

With budget restraints limiting the Forest Service, volunteers prepared the site for new construction. 

With public interest very high in having the old structure  back (despite its complete destruction in

the fire), the substitute structure was designed similar to the original plans provided by a local

resident who had helped build the "old" one.  The “new” Hanging Rock Observatory (looking very

much like the “old” one), was dedicated on June 10, 1997.

The Hanging Rock site is visited year-round for the views from that site of the surrounding

countryside.  To the west into West Virginia, the viewshed extends more than 35 miles and

completely across the broad New River Valley, with Huff Knob and its tower array in Raleigh

County clearly visible at a distance of approximately 37 miles.  To the east into Virginia is visible

the ridge-valley province of the Appalachians with the long crest of Sinking Creek Mountain

dominating the viewshed at a distance of approximately 12 miles.  But the most intense visitation

occurs in conjunction with raptor observation and bird counts.  The Hanging Rock visitors log for

2013, for example, showed that more than 2000 people signed in as visitors to the site during the

mid-August through December “count season,” with visitors from 36 states, the District of

Columbia, and 16 foreign countries.

(Much of the above information about the Hanging Rock was obtained from the website 

http://www.hangingrocktower.org.)

Whether known by its formal name of the Hanging Rock Raptor Observatory, or  by local

names of “Hanging Rock Tower” or just “the Hanging Rock,” the cabin-like structure perched on

a prominent rock ledge on the crest of Peters Mountain is an iconic site and an iconic structure to

both the birding community as well as the local community.  There is perhaps no more eloquent

statement of the cultural importance of a structure in a community than its phoenix-like resurrection 

after its complete destruction by fire — a resurrection that was a direct result of public interest and

support to get “the tower” back, volunteer support and labor from a wide-ranging community, and

managing federal agency understanding of the importance of that site to the community.

For the purposes of visual analysis, Hanging Rock serves two distinct and equally important

functions.  

Most obviously, Hanging Rock is, under any visual impact analysis methodology, a

viewpoint of the highest degree of sensitivity.  That level of sensitivity is a result of the far-ranging

views from the site, the numbers of visitors and the long-term viewing activities of those visitors,

and because of the demonstrated cultural importance of that site and that view to both local residents

as well as visitors from many states and foreign countries.

The importance of Hanging Rock as a viewpoint of the MVP project is made substantially
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greater because of the choice of route for Alternate 110 by MVP.  The proposed  route of  MVP

Alternate 110 crosses the crest of Peters Mountain at a distance of approximately ½ mile from the

Hanging Rock Tower.  In effect, MVP’s Alternate 110 proposes to occupy the same section of Peters

Mountain crest as is now solely occupied by the Hanging Rock Tower.  The visual effect of that

route decision is that as the MVP project approaches and leaves the dominate ridge of Peters

Mountain, it will present long linear views of its ROW to a viewer at Hanging Rock because the

pipeline is, in effect, coming right toward that viewpoint and departing directly away from that site. 

As will be noted later in this paper, that MVP choice to run its pipeline “right by Hanging Rock”

results in severe visual impacts to Hanging Rock as a viewpoint, both as to westerly views into West

Virginia and easterly into Virginia.                

While a critically important viewpoint, Hanging Rock is also a notable viewed point from

viewpoints on either side of Peters Mountain — in fact, the low profile cabin on the crest of Peters

Mountain is one of the most “looked for” points from viewpoints both in nearby valleys as well as

on far distant ridges.  With no other ridgetop structures or vegetative cuts along that section of Peters

Mountain, visitors to near and far-distant viewpoints within the wide-spread Hanging Rock viewshed

commonly focus on visually picking out the low structure of the Hanging Rock Tower against the 

skyline of the mountain either with the unassisted eye or with the aid of binoculars.  

As noted, the proposed  route of  MVP Alternate 110 crosses the crest of Peters Mountain

at a distance of approximately ½ mile from the Hanging Rock Tower.  In effect, the MVP project

is proposed to occupy the same visual section of ridgetop as is now occupied by the Hanging Rock

Tower.  The effect of that choice of routes by MVP on Hanging Rick as a viewed point is that after

construction of the MVP project any view toward or focused on the Hanging Rock Tower will be

immediately dominated by a view of the nearly ROW of the MVP project slashing its way over

Peters Mountain. In effect, MVP proposes to both visually and culturally disrupt or even destroy  the

iconic role as a viewed site the Hanging Rock Tower now serves.

No. 2 The MVP Alt 110 crossing point of the crest of Peters Mt. 

As noted above, the route of MVP Alternate 110 crosses Peters Mt. (and the Allegheny Trail)

approximately ½ mile  from the Hanging Rock Tower.   

No. 3 The MVP Alt 110 crossing point of Waiteville Rd (Secondary Rt. 17) 

No. 4 The former Waiteville railroad depot

No. 5 The Tri-State Incline

Nos. 3, 4 and 5 reflect what might be termed the “de-industrialization” of the upper Potts

Creek Valley/Waiteville area into the current rural environment after its involvement with railroads,
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a failed plan for iron ore mining, and the timber industry late in the 19th and early in the 20th century.

No. 3 is the point at which MVP Alt 110 crosses Waiteville Rd (Secondary Rt. 17), a paved

(although narrow and unlined) road which is the primary road serving the valley.  From the

intersection of Ray Siding Rd (approximately 1 mile up te valley from the crossing point)  to Paint

Bank, VA, 12 miles down the valley, the gentle grade of Waiteville Rd is a reminder of that

industrial era as it follows the railroad  bed of the former Potts Valley Branch of the N & Railroad

route down the valley.  That railroad was put in service to Waiteville and then subsequently to Paint

Bank, VA, early in the 20th century.  It was abandoned in 1933.

Waiteville Road was reportedly found eligible by the State of West Virginia for designation

as a West Virginia By-Way, but has not been yet been formally designated because of a lack of

program funding.  Because some 13 miles of Waiteville Road from the Waiteville area to Paint

Bank, VA, features a gentle railroad  grade and is therefore unusually “flat” for roads in the region,

it is a popular cycling route for area cyclists.  Waiteville Rd. also serves as an access road from VA

311 to reach Jefferson National Forest facilities, including the Potts Valley Rail Trail, White Rocks

Campground and the Glen Alton area.       

No. 4 is the Waiteville depot building, still standing beside the old railroad grade of

Waiteville Rd. in the unincorporated community of Waiteville.  It is culturally notable that while the

railroad was abandoned in 1933 , three railroad station buildings in the Potts Creek Valley still exist

— at Waiteville, at Laurel Branch (both in Monroe County, WV), and at Paint Bank, VA.

No. 5 is the site of the Tri-State Incline, an incline railroad used in the early 20th century to

transport timber from the Johns Creek Valley across Potts Mt to the N & W Railroad for shipment. 

The article “The Potts Valley Branch Railroad and Tri-State Incline, Lumber Operation

in West Virginia and Virginia, 1892-1932", by Will Sarvis published in West Virginia History

(Volume 54 (1995) at pp. 42-58) by West Virginia Archives and History discusses the industrial

history of that area.     

A map on the next page (Map 2) displays the route of the Potts Valley Railroad in the

Waiteville area, along with the locations of Nos. 3, 4 and 5.  While the former railroad grade was

used for public roads to the southwest of Waiteville, down Big Stoney Creek, and to the northeast

to Paint Bank,  a portion of that railroad marking a distinctive “S” on Potts Mt. in its descent into

Waiteville remained unused after railroad abandonment.   Part of that distinctive section of unused

abandoned railroad bed as indicated on the map is now the Potts Valley Rail Trail.
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No. 6 Waiteville Community Center

The Waiteville Community Center is located in the former Waiteville School.

No. 7 The MVP Alt 110 crossing point of Rays Siding Rd (Secondary Rt 15/5) 

Rays Siding Rd. (Secondary Rt. 15/5) is an unpaved road that is the original (pre-railroad)

road through the upper Potts Creek Valley.  It was reportedly found eligible for designation as a West

Virginia “Back Way,” although it has not been formally designated because of a lack of funding for

the program.   

 

No. 8 New Zion Union Church and cemetery

The New Zion Union Church (constructed 1863) is one of two churches in the Waiteville

area, with the other being the Waiteville Christian Church (constructed 1868).  The New Zion

Church, and particularly its large, well-maintained cemetery, was selected as a visual analysis point

for this study.    

No. 9 Potts Valley Rail Trail: bench at Waypoint #8 

No. 10 Potts Valley Rail Trail: bench at Waypoint #12 

No. 11 Potts Valley Rail Trail: NE Trailhead 

The Potts Valley Rail Trail is a 4.5 mile foot/bicycle trail that utilizes the old N & W railroad

bed from  its SW Trailhead (on Waiteville Rd near the Virginia line) to Crozier Run (about 3.3

miles).  Along that section, the Potts Valley Rail Trail runs along the boundary of the Mountain Lake

Wilderness Area.  It then descends by a constructed trail to the NE Trailhead on Rays Siding Rd. 

The trail is a joint project of the Monroe County Commission, the George Washing and Jefferson

National Forest, and the John Furrow family.  

The identified points for visual analysis on the Potts Valley Rail Trail include two sites at

which trailside benches have been installed for the convenience of trail users and the NE Trailhead

parking lot on Rays Siding Rd.  In the brochure prepared for trail users, the bench at “Waypoint #

8" (No. 9 on the study map) is described as a “resting bench . . . situated near the end of the rail-bed”

and marks the point at which the trail (traveling NE) transitions from rail-bed to constructed trail. 

The bench at “Waypoint # 12" (No. 10 on the study map) is described in the trail brochure as having

been “installed to  provide a nice view of Potts Creek Valley and the surrounding mountain ridges.” 

The NE Trailhead (No. 11 on the study map) is a grass parking lot with access to the unpaved on

Rays Siding Rd.
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No. 12 Mountain Lake Wilderness, Potts Mt.   

No. 13 Mountain Lake Wilderness, intervening ridge 

As seen on the study map, the Mountain Lake Wilderness area is part of the study area.  The

two sites selected for inclusion in this study include a part of the crest of Potts Mountain  within the 

wilderness area (No. 12) and the crest of an intervening ridge extending out from Potts Mt. within

the wilderness area (No. 13).  Both ridges offer seasonal views of the crest and slope of Peters Mt.

impacted by the MVP route (“A”), with wilderness area views from Potts Mt. of the lower slopes

of Peters Mt. partially screened by the intervening ridge (No. 12) to the west.

While outside the scope of this study, it should be noted that there are both seasonal and rock

ledge views from viewpoints within the Mountain Lake Wilderness of the MVP route on Johns

Creek and Sinking Creek Mts.  The visual impact analysis of the MVP Alternate 110 route should

therefore include consideration of those wilderness area views.      

 

C. Discussion of Visual Impact of MVP Alternate 110  

The skyline of the mountain ridges surrounding the upper Potts Creek Valley is currently an

essentially undisturbed visual landscape, with the low-profile Hanging Rock Tower on Peters

Mountain and a very narrow utility line crossing Potts Mt. the only  “breaks” in that skyline.  As a

general statement, it can be said that introduction of the MVP ROW into that now largely

undisturbed visual environment would permanently disrupt that viewshed and fundamentally change

the visual character of that area.

One type of view - the view from the cleared ROW, will be created by construction of the

project.  While the current character of the crest of Peters Mt. at the MVP crossing point (No. 2) is

now a  forested ridge with rock outcrops, construction of the project will alter that point into a

cleared area with dramatic views of the gas line ROW on both sides of the mountain.  The ROW

view to the east of Peters Mt. will be the most dramatic, with the cleared ROW visible on either side

of the ridge and then visible as it crests first Potts Mt., then Johns Creek Mt., then Sinking Creek Mt. 

 

Current views that will be impacted by the MVP project in the Waiteville area include both

valley and ridge views.  As an upland cove with a broad valley largely surrounded by mountain

ridges, the dominant visual feature of that valley is those surrounding ridges.  For the upper Potts

Creek Valley, those ridge views include the crest and slope of Peters Mt. (“A” on the study map),

the crest and slope of an low intermediate ridge between Peters and Potts Mt. (“B” on he study map),

and the crest and slope of Potts Mt. (“C” on the study map). 

Viewpoints that feature views of the MVP route at the crest and down the slope of Peters Mt.

include Nos. 1 (with probable topographic screening of a view of the ROW on the upper slopes of
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Peters Mt.), 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13.  For those viewpoints on the eastern side of the valley, the 1500'

high forested slope of Peters Mountain (“A” on the study map) is the overwhelmingly dominant

visual feature of the landscape, with the low profile of the Hanging Rock Tower serving as the

frequent reference point and focus of that view.         

Viewpoints on the western side of the valley that feature views of the MVP route as it moves

over an intervening ridge and across Potts Mt. (“B” and “C” on the study map) include Nos. 1, 3, 4,

and 6.  A notable feature of such views is the “double hit” of seeing the ROW cross first the

intervening ridge (“B”) then disappear behind that ridge only to reappear on the upper slopes of Potts

Mt (“C”).     

Viewpoint No. 10, which is a bench at Waypoint # 12 on the Potts Valley Rail Trail, presents 

a view across the broad expanse of the valley of the South Fork of Potts Creek, with the ridge of

Peters Mt. in the background.  The center of that viewshed looks across the pastoral valley toward

No. 3, the crossing point of Waiteville Rd. by the MVP route, at a distance of approximately ½ mile. 

With the MVP route approaching that road crossing at an apparent sideslope, it is likely that

construction of the project on that route would cause the gas line ROW, rather than the pastoral

valley scene, to dominate the view from that now featured scenic view on the Potts Valley Rail Trail. 

The above listed and briefly described viewpoints are only some of the  key observation

points in the upper Potts Creek Valley/Waiteville area that should be identified and considered in

a visual impact analysis of the MVP project.  For example, map study and field review indicates that

the MVP route toward Potts Mt. (“B” and “C”) would have severe impacts on the current high-

quality views from Waiteville Rd in the Waiteville area of the MVP route, and that the MVP route

on the slope of Peters Mt. (“A”) would have severe visual impacts on current views along Bert

Williams Rd (Secondary Rt 15/3).  While the immediate impact of the MVP route on the Allegheny

Trail is noted (No. 2), consideration should be given to views from the Allegheny Trail along Peters

Mountain of te MVP route toward Potts, Johns Creek, and Sinking Creek Mountains.  The

viewpoints and visual impacts noted in this report are intended only to make the point that a

comprehensive visual impact analysis, with full stakeholder and community involvement, should be 

part of the EIS study for the MVP project. 

D. The Hanging Rock Tower as a Viewpoint and as a Viewed Point   

The Hanging Rock Tower is both a viewpoint and a viewed point of the highest level of

visual and cultural importance  in any visual impact analysis of MVP Alternate 110.  As a viewed

point, the low profile of the Hanging Rock Tower set on that otherwise visually  undisturbed crest

of Peters Mountain is a distinctive, often viewed, and frequently looked-for point within a wide

WV/VA viewshed.  To illustrate the importance of the Hanging Rock Tower as a viewed point, a

map displayed on the following page (Map 3) indicates example viewpoints  from which the

Hanging Rock Tower is commonly an important part of or even the focus of views.
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As noted on Map 3, the distinctive Hanging Rock Tower focuses the viewpoint of many

viewers from both nearby and distant viewpoints.  What would otherwise be a less than centered

angle of view or a too-far distant view of that section of the crest of Peters Mountain becomes the

focus of view for many viewers as they seek to visually note the low profile Hanging Rock Tower

— with a common query as to many views of “Where is Hanging Rock?“

As noted previously, the routing decision by MVP to cross Peters Mountain in essentially the

same viewed location as the Hanging Rock Tower will cause the Alt 110 ROW to assume the same

high-interest visibility as is now afforded the Hanging Rock Tower.  Moreover, the severe visual

impact of the ROW on the crest and slope of Peters Mountain so close to the Tower will completely 

overwhelm the visual signature of the low profile tower, causing future views of the Tower to first

note the nearby gas line ROW.

The proposed MVP project will have a similarly severe impact on Hanging Rock as a

viewpoint.  As noted previously, visitors to the Hanging Rock Tower will have a “grandstand view”

of MVP Alt 110 as it moves toward Hanging Rock from the west and as it moves east from Hanging

Rock.  A map displayed on the next page (Map 4) illustrates the severe visual impact that MVP

project will have on the view from Hanging Rock toward the ridge-valley landscape to the east.

As noted on the map, the MVP project crosses Peters Mt. very close to Hanging Rock and

then proceeds in a direct course across Potts, Johns Creek and Sinking Creek Mountains.  Noting the 

crest elevations of those mountains at Hanging Rock and at MVP crossing points, it can be observed

that the view of the MVP ROW from Hanging Rock  to Sinking Creek Mt. would be a 12 -13 mile 

view of a ROW crossing two lower intermediate mountains (one at about 4 miles, the second at

about 9 miles) before climbing the slope of crossing the crest of Sinking Creek Mt.  With the Tower 

essentially “on” the ROW, the view of the linear ROW crossing one ridge to reemerge to cross

another, and another, would visually dominate the view from the Hanging Rock Tower.  

With construction of the MVP project on the Alternate 110 route, the visual character of the

Hanging Rock Raptor Observatory would fundamentally change.   Instead of being noted as it is now

as a point from which to view the surrounding pastoral valleys and substantially undisturbed distant

ridgelines, the most prominent and noticeable view to the west from the Hanging Rock would be that

of a gas line ROW winding its way across miles of West Virginia landscape directly toward the

viewer, and the most prominent and noticeable view to the east would be on a ridge-leaping linear

gas line ROW tracing a direct course through the center of the viewshed to and over Sinking Creek

Mountain.
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E. Conclusion and Recommendations  

As noted previously, this paper is a scoping document intended to call attention to the visual

resources in the upper Potts Creek Valley/Waiteville area that would be impacted by construction

of the MVP project on the Alternate 110 route.  The viewpoints and analysis presented in this paper 

are only a preliminary review intended to stress the importance of a comprehensive visual impact

study being part of the EIS study of the MVP project.  

As noted above, that study should involve stakeholders and the local community in

identification of key observation points to be considered.   And as previously noted, that study should

include visual simulations from notable viewpoints, should use the  appearance of the MVP ROW

at the conclusion of the one-year “temporary effects” period for analysis and simulation, should be

conducted with “leaf-off” conditions, and should assume a sight distance of at least ten miles for

visual impact, with greater distances considered in case-by-case circumstances.
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